Drawing for Interior Design II  (ID204, 2 credits)

Course Description:
This course focuses on one- and two-point perspective with an emphasis on accuracy and expressive presentation. Students explore different methods including three-dimensional computer renderings, photographic as well as hand drawn techniques. They combine different techniques to find an expressive media for use in their design projects and continue development of axonometric projection systems. Students also learn techniques for digital portfolio preparation.

Prerequisite: Drawing for Interior Design I

Students will:
1. Construct axonometric and isometric drawings.  (PC 1, 3, 6)
2. Construct both a 1-point and 2-point perspective drawing from a scaled plan for drawing an interior space.  (PC 1, 6)
3. Apply different techniques for rendering perspective drawings including line, tone, hatching, colored pencil, paint, and collage using both hand drawn methods and computer aided methods as well as providing the student with a skill set to combine both the hand drawn and computer techniques to further enhance their drawings and presentations.  (PC 4, 6)
4. Produce a finished set of presentation ready perspective drawings.  (PC 6)
5. Apply basic 3-D modeling techniques.  (PC 1, 6)
6. Apply presentation techniques for presentation of studio work and portfolio construction (PC 1, 6)

Required Texts: There are no required texts for this class.

Supplementary Readings:

Supplies: Supplies are the same as required for Interior Design I. Total estimated cost $200.
- drafting table (at least 30” wide) for home use ($50)
- roll of good quality drafting vellum 24” wide (1000H or equivalent) ($20)
- 18” roll of inexpensive trace ($5)
- mechanical lead holder or drawing pencils with F, H, 2H, 4H leads ($8)
- sharpener for lead holder or pencils ($7)
- white eraser ($2)
- erasing shield ($3)
- 36” T square ($18)
- 30X60 triangle and 45X45 triangle ( at least 10” long) ($12)
- architects scale ($8)
- drafting tape ($5)
- dust brush ($6)
- utility or exacto knife with blades ($10)
- metal straight edge 24" minimum ($9)
- adjustable triangle ($12)
- set of about 20 color pencils: Prismacolor or equivalent with some primaries, secondaries and some neutrals ($25)